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This wiki is created for *Creative Assignments with blogs, wikis, discussion boards and Google Docs* (formerly, "Technology and Collaborative Learning" workshop at the Chicago Center of Teaching. The goal is to share resources on using technology for teaching and learning with interested individuals. I update this wiki periodically to include new information and resources. You can “watch” this space to receive email notification every time I update pages. Instruction for watching spaces can be found at: https://confluence.atlassian.com/display/CONF35/Watching+a+Space#WatchingaSpace-WatchinganEntireSpace.

Dates for future workshops and sign up information can be found at http://teaching.uchicago.edu. In particular, you might also be interested in the wiki space for our Promoting Discussion in Your Classroom and Online workshop.

I’d love to hear your experience in using technology to facilitate learning and comments about the material presented in this site. Please feel free to use the comment function or email me directly.

-Cecilia

Workshop Documents

- May 5, 2016 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- November 17, 2015 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- July 15, 2015 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- April 28, 2015 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- February 17, 2015 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- November 4, 2014 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- August 12, 2014 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- May 6, 2014 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- March 11, 2014 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- October 28, 2013 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- August 15, 2013 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
- May 17, 2013 Workshop exercise: Table of Collaborative Technologies Characteristics
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